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ABSTRACT 

With intensifying global change ecologists work to understand the effects of 

anthropogenic and environmental stressors on organisms. Importantly, prior stress can 

influence population response to later stress. This is often seen in population response to 

acute stress during extreme events, which may occur after exposure to other chronic 

environmental stressors. However, experiments on the effects of asynchrony in which 

stresses are imposed at different times on organisms are rare. I reviewed this small but 

growing body of literature and show how results in studies incorporating asynchrony 

often differ from those that examine the effects of multiple stressors imposed on 

organisms at the same time. In particular, I found that asynchrony rarely leads to 

additive effects, but rather elicited responses of cross-tolerance (mitigation of latter 

stress) or cross-susceptibility (exacerbation of the latter stress). Additionally, the 

majority of asynchronous stressor studies were conducted in North America and Europe 

and were rare in the rest of the world. I also conducted an experiment on Eastern oysters 

(Crassostrea virginica), for which there are few asynchronous stressor studies. In 

Galveston Bay, Texas, the hurricane season begins in May, following mild spring water 

temperatures, but continues through late summer months, when water temperatures can 

reach 32°C. I asked if oysters respond differently to hurricane-level low-salinity stress 

after periods of elevated late summer temperatures relative to more standard, early-

season conditions. I exposed newly settled oyster spat to early-season (24°C) or late-

season high temperatures (32°C) for one month followed by an acute low salinity (1 ppt) 

disturbance for 10 days (versus control). Oysters experienced the highest mortality 
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(46%) when high-temperature and low salinity stresses were imposed simultaneously 

with no prior conditioning. This was significantly different from oysters under 

asynchronous stressor treatments, which saw only 4% mortality. Additionally, prior 

thermal stress mitigated some of the negative effects of subsequent osmotic stress 

leading to significantly lower mortalities (4%) compared to treatments under acute 

salinity stress without prior heat exposure (16%). Results suggest that incorporating 

temporal dynamics, rather than simply crossing multiple stressors simultaneously, can 

have important consequences for our understanding of impacts from extreme events on 

early, important life stages of organisms.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

 

Understanding interactive effects of environmental and anthropogenic stressors 

on populations is increasingly urgent for ecologists as global change intensifies 

(Breitburg et al. 1998; Darling and Côté 2008). Stressors rarely act in isolation, and 

multiple stressors can interact in surprising ways to influence populations (Folt et al. 

1999; Sala et al. 2000; Crain et al. 2008).  To date, most multi-stressor studies impose 

stresses simultaneously. Yet temporal variation in environmental stresses is nearly 

ubiquitous in nature (Easterling et al. 2000; Pincebourde et al. 2012; Gunderson et al. 

2016). Although rarer, scientists are increasingly recognizing that studies incorporating 

asynchrony in the occurrence of multiple stressors (or single stressors imposed at 

different times) are important (Gunderson et al. 2016).  

I approached this relatively novel form of stressor studies in two ways. In the 

first chapter, I provide insights from the small but growing body of asynchronous 

stressor literature on marine plants, invertebrates, and vertebrates. I identify trends 

within the asynchronous stressor literature and key research gaps. I also describe 

geographical trends in asynchronous stressor studies. In the second chapter, I delineate 

the effects of the timing of stressors on the Eastern oyster, Crassostrea virginica. 

Through an experimental study, I investigated whether a prior thermal stress mediates 

the effects of a subsequent salinity stress on oysters and show how recovery of oyster 

populations after an extreme event depends on the timing and order of stressors. Taken 

together, these two chapters provide both background on previous research and 
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foundation for new research in the field of temporal dynamics in multiple stressor 

studies.  
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2. ECOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ASYNCHRONOUS STRESSORS1 

 

2.1. Introduction 

Studying how asynchronous stressors impact individuals and populations 

provides new insights for conservation managers seeking to predict ecological responses 

to real-world variability in the timing of stressors. Recent studies indicate that population 

and community impacts of acute events, such as large rainfall events or heat waves, can 

depend on prior stressors and their timing. For example, with no time between stressors, 

oysters initially exposed to warm temperatures and subsequently to low salinity from 

rainfall events had higher mortality than when there were two or four weeks between 

stressors (Bible et al. 2017). At a community level, prior conditions affecting community 

structure can change responses to later events. For example, predator loss, which may 

occur from overfishing, decreased resistance to a subsequent hurricane-level salinity 

disturbance in tropical invertebrate communities (Jurgens et al. 2017).  

Asynchrony in stressors can also exacerbate or mitigate effects on populations 

that may be masked by only studying multiple stressors simultaneously. For example, 

researchers observed that asynchronous sediment and nutrient disturbances on stream 

benthic assemblages led to a larger decrease in abundance and species diversity than 

when seen with simultaneous stressors (García Molinos and Donohue 2010). While they 

remain comparatively few, asynchronous stressor studies such as these are emerging as  

______________________ 

1 In review at Oecologia 
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an important body of research. They offer the potential for new insights into the realized 

impact of dynamic stresses to populations in a rapidly changing world.  

Here I review the current state of empirical asynchronous stressor studies, 

focusing on aquatic systems globally. Marine and freshwater aquatic environments 

around the world experience a broad set of increasing global change stressors, including 

ocean acidification, high temperatures and marine heat waves, salinity changes, harmful 

algal blooms, eutrophication, sedimentation, increased frequency of major storms, sea 

level rise, habitat destruction, massive industrial fishing, and more (Doney et al. 2012; 

McCauley et al. 2015). These stresses span a wide variety of temporal scales from acute 

to chronic. 

I examine whether the trends in the literature suggest predictable effects of 

asynchrony in stressors on populations and explore patterns in the abundance of 

asynchrony experiments relative to other multi-stressor work. I also investigated topical 

and geographical patterns in asynchrony studies to uncover regional trends and 

information gaps. This small, but informative body of literature offers exciting patterns 

in organismal response to stressors as well as opportunities for conservation managers 

and ecologists to understand how organisms respond to stressors in real-world, 

temporally dynamic situations.  

 

2.2. Methods 

Asynchronous stressor studies have added conditionality, and I define 

interactions between stressor effects on organisms slightly differently than is typical for 
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synchronously imposed multi-stressor experiments, which tend to classify interactions as 

additive, synergistic, or antagonistic. Like synchronous studies, I use the term “additive” 

to describe situations in which the overall outcome is the sum of the two individual 

stressor effects, and there is no evidence of interactions between the stressors (Breitburg 

et al. 1998; Folt et al. 1999; Crain et al. 2008; Piggott et al. 2015). I use the term “cross-

tolerance” to describe a situation where the first stressor increases tolerance to, or 

ameliorates, the effect of a second, subsequent stressor. One of the first instances of this 

term was in a medical context, where prior ethanol exposure increased later tolerance to 

heat and Adriamycin in mammalian cells (Li and Hahn 1978). When the opposite 

occurs, I term the increased susceptibility to the second stressor following exposure to 

the first “cross-susceptibility.” This term also had its origins in pharmacology in 

determining the toxicity of four drugs to mammalian cells (Nord et al. 1967). These 

terms are now frequently used in stressor literature.  

I conducted literature searches to identify empirical studies of asynchronous 

stressors across a broad diversity of stressors in marine and aquatic systems. My first 

aim was to compare the number of asynchronous stressor papers against the number of 

single stressors and synchronous multiple stressor papers. I conducted literature searches 

on the Web of Science platform with the following criteria [“ecology” OR “marine”] 

AND [“temporal” OR “timing”] AND “multiple stressor*.” I used “marine” specifically 

as a search term to account for asynchronous stressor work in biological oceanography 

contexts. I then searched using the terms “asynchron*” AND “stressor*.” I conducted 

the same searches in Google Scholar using the above search criteria and also added the 
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terms “cross-tolerance,” “timing of stressors,” and “experiment” to generate additional 

results. I removed irrelevant results, including papers focused predominantly on human 

health, paleobiology, geography, modelling, and management (where there was no 

empirical study described). I then categorized papers separately as asynchronous, versus 

those that examined single stressors and multiple stressors applied synchronously. For 

asynchronous stressor studies, I included papers examining different stressors imposed at 

different time points and also those studying a single stressor imposed at multiple time 

points. I focused on studies that exposed organisms to stressors within their own 

lifetime, or within the same generation. I did not include transgenerational experiments, 

as these incorporate additional complexities, including heritability and maternal effects. 

Finally, I removed literature reviews that did not include new experimental papers. To 

further fill out the repertoire of asynchronous stressor research, I did a one-step 

backwards search by examining all references in each publication.  

 To examine whether there were generalizable effects of stressor asynchrony, I 

classified experimental outcomes based on treatment effects compared to controls, for 

the endpoints studied. I used my definitions of additive effects, cross-tolerance, and 

cross-susceptibility as defined above to classify these outcomes.  

 In order to examine geographic trends in asynchrony research, I mapped studies 

based on location and focal stressors. I defined locations as either the field sites at which 

organisms were collected or the location of the laboratory where the studies were 

conducted in cases where the organisms were ordered from breeders or suppliers. Due to 

the absence of papers in many regions, I also conducted geographically focused 
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literature searches, which did not reveal any additional papers in large regions such as 

Australia, Africa, Antarctica, the Arctic, Brazil, China, Europe, Japan, or the 

Mediterranean. These searches were [“marine” OR “ecology”] AND “multiple 

stressor*” AND [“Australia” OR “Africa” OR “Antarctica” OR “Arctic” OR “Brazil” 

OR “China” OR “Europe” OR “Japan” OR “Mediterranean”]. 

 

2.3. Trends in Asynchronous Stressor Literature 

Of the 2275 search results from both Web of Science and Google Scholar that 

included the terms “temporal” or “timing”, only 2.5% of these discussed the effects of 

asynchronous stressors. This initial search yielded only 57 papers describing 

asynchronous stressor studies, of which 43 were empirical studies. Including the 

backwards search of literature cited in these papers yielded 81 total papers describing 90 

asynchronous stressor experiments (Appendix A). An upward trend in the frequency of 

asynchronous studies over the last ten years nevertheless shows relatively few papers on 

this subject relative to simultaneous multiple stressor studies (Fig. 2.1).  
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Figure 2.1 Trends in the number of peer-reviewed publications containing experiments 

on asynchronous multiple stressor effects on aquatic organisms from 1979-2020. 

 

The 90 experiments I found spanned 12 stressors in varying combinations. 

Temperature was the most commonly studied stressor, followed by salinity, pollutants 

(including metals, pesticides and plastics), pH, biotic stressors (including viral and 

bacterial infections and predation), and hypoxia (Fig. 2.2). The least commonly studied 

stressors included changes in nutrition, physical disturbances, desiccation, ultraviolet 

radiation, ammonia, and sedimentation. Overall, experiments exhibited an almost even 

distribution of cross-tolerance (N = 40), in which the prior stress ameliorates the latter, 

and cross-susceptibility effects (N = 35), where the prior stress exacerbates the latter 

(Fig. 2.2). A small proportion of experiments yielded additive effects on organisms (N = 
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13), and two showed that interactions between stressors were not definitive as cross-

tolerance, cross-susceptibility, or additive. I found additive effects in experiments 

studying physical disturbances or those in which there was no interaction between 

stressors. For example, in mussel bed communities, physical storm-like disturbances 

generally led to additive effects on presence of individual taxa and were mediated by 

other factors such as the presence of foundation species (Oliveira et al. 2014). Physical 

disturbance events tend to simply tack on to effects of prior stressors as they primarily 

lead to removal of organisms. In other cases, with enough time between stressors, 

organisms may fully recover, leading to uncoupling of effects. For example, in oysters, 

the seasonality of hypoxic, thermal, and osmotic stressors allowed oysters to recover 

from the effects of one stressor before exposure to a subsequent stressor (Cheng et al. 

2015).  

There were several experiments (N=24) conducted with the same stressor twice, 

which are commonly known as acclimation studies. Acclimation and acclimatization are 

well-known physiological responses to multiple exposures of the same stressor. It 

therefore is unsurprising that cross-tolerance in asynchronous stressor studies was 

commonly observed when organisms were exposed to the same stressor twice, including 

experiments with temperature (N = 10), salinity (N = 2), pollution (N = 1), pH (N = 1), 

and hypoxia (N = 2). These experiments form the largest body of asynchronous research 

to date and demonstrate the potential insights to be gleaned from studying asynchronous 

stressors more broadly.  
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Figure 2.2 Trends in asynchronous stressor studies by stressor combination, showing 
outcomes on organisms. I included the six most common stressors studied. Symbol size 
scales with the number of studies on a specific stressor combination. 
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2.4. Insights and Surprises from Asynchronous Stressor Studies 

Some of the most familiar and common asynchronous stress experiments — 

those of thermal acclimation — provide an example of the important insights for 

conservation that we can gain from considering stress timing. For example, thermal 

acclimation research has been critical to predicting potential population impacts and 

range shifts with climate warming (Calosi et al. 2008; Somero 2010; Gunderson and 

Stillman 2015). Thermal acclimation can expand the upper thermal range of organisms 

as they recruit the same metabolic pathways to cope with the subsequent thermal 

challenge. For example, work on goby fishes demonstrated that organisms exposed to 

temperatures above a normal functioning range recruit heat shock proteins (HSPs), 

which assist in protein re-folding during later, more extreme thermal stress exposure 

(Dietz and Somero 1992; Parsell 1993). Further research bears this out, including work 

showing oysters under an initial heat shock of 34°C induced HSPs, which then protected 

them against extreme heat shocks of up to 39°C (Brown et al. 2004). However, the 

production of HSPs itself does not confer tolerance, but rather the magnitude of the 

initial heat shock, frequency of exposure, and the timing between stress periods all play 

important roles. Importantly, HSP production ceases a few hours after the initial thermal 

shock and may not be stable for long periods. For example, newly synthesized HSPs 

were stable for only 12 hours following heat shock in salmon (DuBeau et al. 1998). 

Repeated exposure also does not guarantee acclimatization. Repeated exposure to 

sublethal temperatures in copepods actually reduced their thermal tolerance, leading to 
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mortality (Siegle et al. 2018). Therefore, a variety of information is necessary to 

understand temporal dynamics in stress tolerance, even with single, repeated stressors.  

Interestingly, HSPs appear to be a major mechanism of cross-tolerance even in 

situations where the latter stressor is not thermal. Changes in salinity, lowered pH, 

hypoxia or even exposure to pollutants such as pesticides, may all be mitigated by 

previously induced HSPs. For example, although a 10°C thermal shock had no effect, 

and a 15°C led to mortality, a 12°C thermal shock enabled tidepool sculpin to tolerate 

subsequent severe hypoxia and osmotic stress (Todgham et al. 2005). Similar responses 

have been seen in rainbow trout. Heat-shocked rainbow trout experienced lower plasma 

osmolarity and chloride levels during acute osmotic stress than their non-heat-shocked 

counterparts, showing some mild effects of prior thermal shock on subsequent salinity 

stress (Niu et al. 2008). HSPs may also influence pollutant responses. Blue mussels 

exposed to thermal stress recruited HSPs that increased tolerance against cadmium 

exposure (Tedengren et al. 2000). Therefore, where temperature is the first of two 

stressors imposed, organisms employ HSPs to respond, and these HSPs often protect 

against the second stressor. Other prior stressors, however, trigger different 

physiological responses, and may confer less resistance to later events.  

As organisms use diverse mechanisms of stress response, the order of exposure 

may determine cross-tolerance or cross-susceptibility. For example, snails exposed to 

lowered pH followed by heavy metals experienced cross-susceptibility, but those from 

sites heavily polluted with metals had reduced sensitivity to acidified waters (Lefcort et 

al. 2015). This sort of change from cross-tolerance to cross-susceptibility is noted in 
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other cases too. Aquatic beetles, for instance, experienced cross-tolerance when first 

exposed to salinity and then desiccation, but cross-susceptibility when the order of 

stressors was reversed (Pallarés et al. 2017). Some of this variability in outcomes can be 

attributed to certain prior stressors targeting organisms’ immune responses.  

When initial stressors compromise rather than boost immune response, they can 

undermine an organisms’ capacity to respond to subsequent stressors. For example, 

calcifying organisms such as bivalves and gastropods may already be metabolically 

weakened under ocean acidification and experience immunosuppression. Oysters, 

energetically overwhelmed at lower pH, can undergo significant oxidative damage when 

exposed to pathogens such as Vibrio (Cao et al. 2018 a,b). Prior stressors can, therefore, 

physiologically, immunologically, and even behaviorally alter organisms, rendering 

them more susceptible to future stressors that specifically compromise these systems 

further.  

Behavioral alterations in response to stressors may hamper organisms’ predator 

responses. Larval topsmelt exposed to lowered pH or pollutants for short periods of time, 

for example, were unable to detect chemical cues of predators when later removed from 

prior stressors (Renick et al. 2015). In one study, fish eggs that were exposed to lowered 

pH, became attracted to predator species as settlement-stage larvae, thereby threatening 

their survival (Dixson et al. 2010). Similarly, fish under sublethal concentrations of 

pesticides for even four hours experienced behavioral changes and were more 

susceptible to subsequent predation risk seven days later in non-polluted water (Floyd et 

al. 2008). Imposing these stressors simultaneously would mask the ability to detect 
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asynchronous multi-stressor interactions moderated by behavioral systems. However, the 

outcomes of some stressor combinations are not always as easily generalizable.   

For some stressor combinations, there is a split between studies that find cross-

tolerance versus cross-susceptibility, which appears to depend on the taxon in question. 

For example, sea mussels recruited HSPs in response to thermal stress, and experienced 

cross-tolerance to subsequent cadmium exposure, whereas other organisms such as 

rainbow trout and freshwater snails performed better under cadmium exposure when 

they were cold-acclimated  (Roch and Maly 1979; Møller et al. 1994; Tedengren et al. 

2000). Rainbow trout and freshwater snails, in these instances, experienced energy 

deficiencies when exposed to heat and then cadmium. We see a similar split between 

responses to initial thermal and later osmotic stresses. In all of the studies conducted on 

fish, HSPs produced during thermal stress alleviated the effects of osmotic stress, 

thereby leading to cross-tolerance (DuBeau et al. 1998; Todgham et al. 2005; Niu et al. 

2008). Yet in most cases of phytoplankton or invertebrates, a prior thermal stress 

worsened the effects of a subsequent osmotic stress (Chen and Chen 2000; Stefanidou et 

al. 2019). However, sea cucumbers recruited HSPs to ameliorate the effects of osmotic 

stress (Dong et al. 2008). This organismal difference in response could be idiosyncratic 

or could be due to the specific experimental conditions needed to recruit HSPs to aid in 

thermal and osmotic pressures. Further, in some cases of cross-tolerance, the benefits of 

asynchrony appear to arise at the expense of other organismal functions. For example, 

oysters in acidified waters were better able to deal with pathogens, but at the cost of 
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increased metabolism and oxidative stress, which could require higher rates of food 

consumption for survival and energy re-allocation (Cao et al. 2018a; Gurr et al. 2020).   

 Asynchronous stressor studies can also reveal consequences of stress variability 

on short, and even diurnal, time scales. Short-term stress asynchrony is commonly seen 

during tide cycles, when stressors fluctuate over the course of the day. Sea stars, for 

instance, may experience lasting impacts of thermal stress from daytime low tides. When 

this was followed by physiologically stressful high water temperatures at high tide, 

researchers observed reduced feeding performance (Pincebourde et al. 2012). These 

effects were only seen when study design incorporated realistic fluctuations in stressors, 

rather than conducting experiments with constant stressors (Pincebourde et al. 2012). 

Similarly, researchers have found that when diurnal temperature and pH fluctuations 

were varied asynchronously on porcelain crabs, there was a depression in metabolic 

activity (Paganini et al. 2014). There were, however, no negative effects of these 

stressors without diurnal asynchrony (Paganini et al. 2014). Considering the dynamic 

nature of most habitats, as well as the complexity of organismal physiology, 

asynchronous studies can offer novel information about stress responses. 

It follows then, that the study of organismal stress must also take into consideration 

complex life histories, which can result in temporally variable stress exposure. Several 

aquatic species spend early life stages in one habitat, and later ones in a different habitat. 

Some species carry over effects from one life stage to another, leading to cross-

susceptibility in later life stages. For example, if damselfly eggs are exposed to thermal 

stress, larval stages can have increased sensitivities to pesticides or future thermal stress 
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(Sniegula et al. 2017; Janssens et al. 2017). On the other hand, later, post-larval life 

stages had no stress memory from their earlier life stages and were unable to recruit 

mechanisms to defend against future thermal stressors (Sniegula et al. 2017; Janssens et 

al. 2017). While larval zebrafish exposed to higher temperatures better tolerated acute 

hypoxia, embryonic zebrafish exposed to higher temperatures did not carry over critical 

transcription factors to aid against hypoxia in the larval stage (Levesque et al. 2019). 

Therefore, studying asynchrony in this fashion provides a more complete story of the 

way an organism responds to stressors within its lifetime. 

The vast differences seen across species and stressors in the studies I reviewed 

emphasize the need to study asynchronous stressors across a variety of systems, if we are 

to better predict how organisms will respond to continued anthropogenic change.  

 

2.5. Geographical Distribution of Asynchronous Multiple Stressor Studies 

Roughly 85% of asynchronous stressor studies were conducted in North America 

or Europe, with few other locations represented (Fig. 2.3). I note that I only considered 

English language journals in this review, which could have excluded studies published in 

non-English journals. That being said, I found no studies from Africa or Antarctica, and 

few from Central America, Asia, and Australia.  
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Figure 2.3 Global distribution of asynchronous multi-stressor studies classified by 
stressor, in aquatic systems. Circle size scales with the number of studies on a given 
stressor at the same location. Interactive map available on request. 

 

 This geographic bias, with the most number of papers from Europe and North 

America, is commonly seen in the fields of ecology and global change biology (Wilson 

et al. 2007; Pyšek et al. 2008; Martin et al. 2012; Archer et al. 2014). Reviews on 

terrestrial ecology and invasion ecology encompassing over 8000 and 2760 papers, 

respectively, found that studies were concentrated in Central America, North America, 

and Europe (Pyšek et al. 2008; Martin et al. 2012). Another review on pollinator ecology 

reported similar geographic bias, with only 4% of papers coming from the continent of 

Africa (Archer et al. 2014). Within the field of asynchronous multiple stressors, this 

geographic bias is likely due to the few research groups studying asynchronous multiple 

stressors.  
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Regional impacts of stressors may also explain regional trends in research as 

seen by a number of temperature-related studies in western Europe and salinity-related 

studies on the west coast of the United States. Several studies in western Europe 

specifically cite short-lived heat waves for their rationale in studying the effects of 

temperature on organisms in asynchronous stressor studies. Heat waves are acute 

stressor events, and are usually short-lived but can interact with prior or subsequent 

stressors on organisms in the region (Labaude et al. 2017; Péden et al. 2018).  Following 

heat wave conditions, damselflies, for example, experienced greater mortality when 

exposed to agricultural pesticides (Dinh et al. 2016). These events increased the 

susceptibility of organisms to later stressors in most cases, explaining not only the extent 

of their detrimental effects, but also providing predictions on how organisms will fare 

under extreme events like heat waves.  

Similarly, the frequency of severe rainfall events in the region explains the large 

number of studies on salinity stresses on the west coast of the United States. The San 

Francisco Bay receives about 40% of California’s rainfall; but as climate change alters 

weather patterns, the intensity and frequency of low salinity events may increase (Miller 

et al. 2014; Bible et al. 2017; Chang et al. 2018). The majority of this rain and resulting 

decreases in salinity occur during winter months, asynchronous with other stressors such 

as summertime high temperatures. Similarly, in the Pacific Northwest of the U.S., runoff 

can be very sensitive to changes in precipitation and snowmelt (Elsner et al. 2010). A 

study that simulated lowered pH followed by lowered salinity from sudden runoff events 

found that this sequential nature of stressors led to cross-susceptibility and increased 
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oxygen consumption in crab larvae as opposed to studies that exposed larvae to these 

stressors synchronously (Miller et al. 2014). Specific climatic events in different 

geographical regions, therefore, warrant studies that capture the seasonality of stressors 

on organisms if we are to accurately predict risk to populations.  

There is, therefore, a need for future stressor studies on organisms to incorporate 

temporal dynamics of stressors as many regions experience stressors decoupled in time 

from one another. Doing so would allow for a better representation of how organisms 

respond to stressors in real-world scenarios. Overall, the 81 papers on asynchronous 

multiple stressors provide informative results on the interactions between stressors and 

the need for incorporating temporal variability of these stressors in experiments. 

However, due to the relative scarcity of these studies relative to other multiple stressor 

studies, we are not yet able to make broad-scale predictions on the effects of 

asynchronous multiple stressors on organisms. Additional asynchrony studies are 

especially important in poorly studied geographic regions and less-explored stressor 

combinations (Figs. 2.2 and 2.3) to amass critical information on how organisms will 

fare under current and future regimes of climate change.  

 

2.6. Conclusion 

To inform practical conservation strategies in light of global change, the most 

useful research works to understand mechanisms of stress impacts to populations while 

attempting to capture the complexities of real-world environmental variability. 

Laboratory studies allow us to tease apart those specific mechanisms by which 
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organisms protect themselves against stressors, and therefore attempt to predict 

vulnerability. While all the dynamics and variability from the field can never be 

completely replicated in a controlled setting, it is of broad scientific interest to replicate 

field conditions, including temporal dynamics, where possible. Asynchrony in stressors 

is probably much more common than not for organisms in natural populations. As we 

see here, asynchrony can result in surprising outcomes impossible to predict from 

simultaneously imposed (e.g., simple factorial) stress experiments. Single and multiple 

stressor studies have certainly contributed much information to the fields of stressor 

physiology and conservation, but by adding temporal dynamics relevant to the 

ecosystems that organisms occupy, we arrive at more detailed and accurate mechanistic 

information coupled with novel real-world insights about organismal vulnerabilities.  

 Understanding the outcomes of stressor interactions on organisms can also 

enable conservation managers to better apply scarce resources. For example, managers 

may want to prioritize investments that mitigate situations where cross-susceptibility is 

more likely than cross-tolerance (Côté et al. 2016). Similar mechanistic details for 

synchronous multi-stressor situations have yielded such benefits before. For example, 

abating multiple, synergistic stresses in seagrass ecosystems provided benefits, but 

mitigating antagonistic stressors was detrimental to the ecosystem (Brown et al. 2013). 

Similarly, more detailed information from a growing body of asynchronous stressor 

studies will fill important gaps in understanding how to conserve species and 

populations facing an increasingly large array of anthropogenic changes occurring across 

a broad variety of time scales. 
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3. EFFECTS OF ASYNCHRONOUS STRESSORS ON THE EASTERN OYSTER 

(CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA) 

 

3.1. Introduction 

Marine ecosystems are threatened by widespread environmental and 

anthropogenic stressors such as increasing temperatures, fluctuations in salinity, ocean 

acidification, and pollution (Doney et al. 2012; McCauley et al. 2015; Bland et al. 2018). 

As global change intensifies, ecologists have sought to understand the effects of these 

stressors on marine populations and ecosystems (Brietburg et al. 1998; Darling and Côté 

2008). Previous single and multiple stressor studies have informed conservation planners 

how to prioritize resources towards more threatened ecosystems (Halpern et al. 2007, 

Côté et al. 2016). However, many of these studies did not fully explore the effects of 

stressors as they are typically experienced in the environment (Crain et al. 2008; Darling 

and Côté 2008; Gunderson et al. 2016). Notably, temporal variation —or asynchrony—

in multiple stressors is largely understudied (Gunderson et al. 2016; Agrawal and 

Jurgens in review). Asynchronous multiple stressor experiments evaluate effects of 

multiple stressors imposed at different times on organisms. 

 Previous asynchronous stressor studies have shown that organisms can react to 

stressors in unexpected, and often different, ways than when stresses are imposed 

synchronously (Gunderson et al. 2016; Agrawal and Jurgens in review). While the 

outcomes of synchronous multiple stressor studies can be synergistic, antagonistic, or 

additive, these responses may not be seen in experiments where the timing of these 
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stressors is considered (Crain et al. 2008; Gunderson et al. 2016; Agrawal and Jurgens in 

review). For example, stream benthic assemblages underwent greater decreases in 

species diversity following asynchronous stressors rather than synchronous stressors 

(Garcia Molinos and Donohue 2010). Similarly, prior exposure to stressors can alter 

organisms’ physiology and immune responses, thereby altering their responses to 

subsequent stressors. For example, oysters under lower pH may undergo significant 

oxidative damage, which alters their immune responses when exposed to subsequent 

stressors such as pathogens (Cao et al. 2018a, b). Estuarine and coastal systems, 

experience a wide variety of asynchronous stressors. Estuarine and coastal regions 

commonly experience asynchronous stressors through seasonal variation in 

environmental and anthropogenic conditions (Lotze et al. 2006; Harley et al. 2006; Wetz 

and Yoskowitz 2013). Organisms within these ecosystems are often exposed to drastic 

changes in temperature and salinity. Yet even in these systems, asynchronous stress 

studies are comparatively rare.   

 Oysters occupy coastal and estuarine ecosystems and as a consequence are 

exposed to asynchronous stressors. The Eastern oyster, Crassostrea virginica is an 

important organism in the Gulf of Mexico and more specifically, Galveston Bay, both 

economically and ecologically due to ecosystem functions such as filtration capabilities 

and providing habitats for other marine organisms (Lenihan and Peterson 1998; Buzan et 

al. 2009; Hesterberg et al. 2020). Oysters have been lost to overfishing and habitat loss, 

among other anthropogenic stressors (Beck et al. 2011; Grabowski et al. 2012). There 

are many studies on the general effects of anthropogenic stressors on oysters; however, 
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there are few that have varied stressors temporally. For instance, previous research on 

Ostrea lurida, the Olympia oyster, revealed that the timing of changes in temperature 

and salinity in the environment can significantly affect oyster mortality (Bible et al. 

2017). These researchers conducted a synchronous and asynchronous stressor study on 

oysters where the former increased mortalities through synergistic effects, whereas the 

latter led to fewer mortalities than the synchronous study. Studying the effects of 

asynchronous multiple stressors on C. virginica would provide greater insight into the 

extent of survival of such an economically and ecologically important species in 

Galveston Bay. 

Although C. virginica can tolerate a wide range of combinations of salinity and 

temperature due to the vast geographic range it occupies, certain stressful combinations 

of salinity and temperature may lead to increased mortality in populations (Heilmayer et 

al. 2008; La Peyre 2013; Lowe et al. 2017; Casas et al. 2018a; McCarty et al. 2020). For 

example, increased temperatures and lowered salinities negatively affected survival and 

growth rates across all life stages of C. virginica (Lowe et al. 2017). During the late 

summer months (July-August) in Galveston Bay, water temperature increases to 

upwards of 30°C, frequently reaching 32°C (Figure 3.1), which is physiologically 

stressful for oysters (Lowe et al. 2017). Oftentimes, floods associated with heavy rainfall 

and cyclonic depressions, such as tropical storms and hurricanes, coincide with these 

high temperature months. These events result in lowered salinities that can lead to oyster 

mortality since they are unable to tolerate prolonged periods of acute low salinity 

(Munroe et al. 2013). For example, during late August 2017, Hurricane Harvey made 
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landfall in Texas and salinities in Galveston Bay dropped to 0 ppt within two days of its 

onset. Similarly, Tropical Storm Imelda lowered the salinity in the Bay in September 

2019. The temperature in Galveston Bay also dropped as a consequence of the storms 

(Figure 3.1). Oysters, therefore, were asynchronously exposed to multiple stressors, that 

is, high temperatures followed by low salinities.  

 

Figure 3.1 Daily mean salinity (blue) and temperature (red) at Pelican Island, Galveston 
Bay for four recent years in which flooding from storm events led to acute low-salinity 
events (bracketed with vertical black lines). Black arrows in the panels for 2017 and 
2019 highlight simultaneous drops in salinity and temperature with heavy rainfall. 
Breaks in temperature and salinity lines indicate missing data. Data are publicly 
available from the Texas Water Development Board. 
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While hurricane season runs from June 1st through November 30th in the North 

Atlantic Ocean, large storm events can occur at any time of the year in any location and 

drive down the salinity in that area. For example, heavy rains during May 2015 and 2016 

also lowered salinities. Prior to these events, the water temperature was not 

physiologically stressful for oysters as it was well below 30°C (Figure 3.1). There may 

be a difference in how oysters under these circumstances respond to osmotic stress based 

on their prior exposure to thermal stress.  

Here, I tested the effects of asynchronous multiple stressors on newly settled C. 

virginica spat in an ecologically relevant asynchronous framework. I chose newly settled 

spat to gain a better understanding of the effects of asynchronous thermal and osmotic 

stressors during a crucial early life stage. Oysters spawn during the summer season and 

newly settled oysters have had a limited history of exposure to other stressors (Galstoff 

1964). It is imperative to understand the effects of climate change on this early life stage 

as population growth depends on the survival of early life stages (e.g., Przeslawski et al. 

2005; Pineda et al. 2012). Additionally, oyster spat are likely to be more susceptible to 

stressors than adult oysters because juveniles of marine species generally tend to be 

more sensitive to environmental changes than more mature life stages (Pineda et al. 

2012; Mohammed 2013).  

I broadly investigated how thermal stress, osmotic stress, and their interactions 

through time affected newly settled oyster spat. Asynchronous stressors could impact 

oyster populations through both lethal and sub-lethal effects on individuals. I, therefore, 

examined responses in terms of oyster mortality, growth, feeding, and metabolism 
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among the different treatments. To examine sub-lethal effects on individuals, I asked 

three questions regarding growth: 1) whether the presence of a prior thermal stress led to 

greater growth, 2) if a salinity stress decreased growth, and 3) if a thermal stress during a 

salinity stress positively influenced growth. I also asked three specific questions 

regarding mortality effects: 1) whether a prior thermal stress mitigates the effects of a 

future salinity stress, 2) if decreases in temperature during a salinity stress reduce 

mortality, and 3) if asynchronous stressors lead to different mortality patterns than 

synchronous stressors. These questions address important gaps in our understanding 

about how stress timing on early life stages of an economically and ecologically 

important foundation species. 

 

3.2. Methods 

3.2.1. Experimental Design 

3.2.1.1. Determining levels of stressors 

I determined the levels of stressors for my experiment by considering the 

environmental data from Galveston Bay as well as the effects of stressors from prior 

stressor studies on oysters. I chose 32°C for the thermal stressor as Galveston Bay 

frequently experiences temperatures above 30°C, which is physiologically stressful for 

oysters (Figure 3.1). To determine the lethal salinity threshold for oyster spat (hereafter 

spat is referred to as oyster), I conducted a salinity trial to determine an extreme event 

threshold for salinity that would not result in 100% mortality. I subjected twenty oysters 

each to decreased salinities of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ppt with 24 ppt as a control. To establish 
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the target salinity, I reduced the salinities from 24 ppt at roughly 0.5 ppt per hour. I 

conducted these experiments in 2-gallon tanks and covered them with lids to minimize 

the loss of water through evaporation and maintain a stable salinity between water 

changes, which I conducted every two days. I observed 25% mortality at 0.89 ppt and 

chose 1 ppt as the value for the acute salinity stressor, since excessive mortality in 

salinity treatments lower than 1 ppt could obscure other non-lethal physiological effects. 

 

3.2.1.2. Pre-treatment conditions 

I obtained oyster spat from Dauphin Island Hatchery, AL in May 2020. Newly 

settled oyster spat were roughly 2 weeks old and 2.5 mm in length. Oysters were 

screened for length at the hatchery prior to shipment. Upon arrival, I verified lengths by 

randomly measuring 5% of oysters with calipers.  

I placed 300 oysters each in four 20-gallon tanks at hatchery conditions of 28°C 

and 24 ppt for three days to minimize additional stress following transport to Galveston. 

I preconditioned these tanks with denitrifying bacteria to prevent accumulation of 

nitrogenous compounds and supplied tanks with airlines and filters. Throughout the 

experiment, I fed oysters Shellfish Diet 1800®. To prevent shocking the oysters and 

introducing acute stressors prior to the start of the experiment, I began temperature 

changes three days after arrival, altering the temperature by 3°C every other day until I 

reached experimental conditions of 32°C (or control, 24°C).  
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3.2.1.3. Phase 1 

To capture asynchrony in multiple stressors, my experiment had two phases. The 

timing of these stressors mimics a hurricane-level low-salinity event following hotter 

summer months (such as in 2017 and 2019; Figure 3.1) versus a low-salinity event in 

late spring or early summer (represented by the control temperature group in Phase 1). 

Phase 1 was a one-month thermal stress (Figure 3.2). While I exposed half of the oysters 

to thermal stress, the other half were kept at control temperatures.  

 

 

Figure 3.2 Experimental set-up (N = 15 oysters per tank, N = 6 tanks per treatment). 
Oysters were exposed to high (32 C) or control (“Base”; 24 C) temperatures for one 
month in Phase 1. In Phase 2, oysters were exposed to low (1 ppt) salinity for 10 days, 
mimicking a severe storm-driven flood event, or control (24 ppt). The combination of 
both low salinity and low temperature for 10 days after high temperature in Phase 1 
(Treatment C), mimicks drops in temperature and salinity that can co-occur during a 
severe flood. Treatment F represents a more traditional, simultaneously conducted multi-
stressor experiment without prior stress. Treatment A is the high temperature control, 
and the Control is the true control for the experiment (Treatments D and E were to aid 
interpretation). 
 

3.2.1.4. Phase 2 

This phase was a 10-day acute osmotic stress. Here, I use the term acute due to 

the abrupt, punctuated nature of the storm event. I used ten days for the acute stressor 
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event, since this duration is representative of the duration of effects from a typical storm 

in the Bay. Lowered salinities from Hurricane Harvey lasted up to a month, but that 

storm was particularly anomalous. During the extreme low-salinity event, I also exposed 

a subset of oysters to lowered temperatures to capture the drops in temperature that 

occur during cyclonic depressions in the Bay.  

During Phase 2, I exposed a subset of oysters to higher temperatures to create a 

fully crossed experiment (Figure 3.2). My fully crossed experiment of higher 

temperatures, acute salinities, and lowered temperatures that occur during large cyclonic 

events resulted in 7 different overall treatments and a control (Figure 3.2). Each 

treatment had N = 15 oysters per tank (up to N=17 if spat were growing on top of one 

another), and N = 6 tanks per treatment, yielding approximately N = 90 oysters per 

treatment.  

Treatments A through D experienced thermal stress (32°C) during Phase 1, 

whereas Treatments E through G and the Control were at ambient temperatures (24°C, 

Figure 3.2). Treatment A represented the high temperature control as oysters were under 

thermal stress (32°C) and ambient salinity (24 ppt) during both Phase 1 and Phase 2. 

Treatments B and G, which were exposed to high (32°C) and control (24°C) 

temperatures in both Phases respectively, were exposed to low salinity (1 ppt) for ten 

days. Treatment C, which was exposed to high temperatures (32°C) during Phase 1, was 

exposed to both low salinity (1 ppt) and ambient temperature (24°C) for 10 days, 

mimicking drops in temperature and salinity during a severe storm-driven flood event. 

Treatment D, the final treatment at higher temperatures during Phase 1, was exposed to 
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ambient salinity (24 ppt) and ambient temperatures (24°C) during Phase 2 and was 

included for a balanced design and to aid in interpretation of the data. Treatments E and 

F, which were both at ambient temperatures (24°C) during Phase 1, were exposed to 

increased temperatures (32°C) during Phase 2. I used Treatment E, which was at ambient 

salinity (24 ppt) during Phase 2 to determine the effects of thermal stress alone on 

oysters. Treatment F, on the other hand, was at a lowered salinity (1 ppt) during Phase 2, 

showing the effects of synchronous stressors on oysters. The Control treatment was at 

ambient temperature (24°C) and ambient salinity (24 ppt) during Phase 1 and Phase 2. I 

maintained 32°C treatments by placing tanks in water baths with heated water 

continuously circulating through a sump pump. I monitored temperature and salinity 

conditions daily using a YSI Pro 2030. I monitored ammonia, nitrates, and nitrites using 

an API Test Kit® and ensured none of these conditions led to stress or mortality through 

frequent water changes of 5 gallons per tank every other day.  

On the last day of experimental conditions, at the end of Phase 2, I fasted oysters 

for 24 hours to avoid any differences in intestinal fullness between oysters prior to the 

respiration and clearance rate analyses (García-Esquivel et al. 2002; Bayne 2017). 

Thereafter, I conducted mortality, length, weight, clearance rate, and respiration rate 

analyses.  

 

3.2.2. Endpoints 

3.2.2.1. Mortality 
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I assessed mortality at four time points: before the start of Phase 1, at the end of 

Phase 1, at the end of Phase 2, and after one week of recovery at the end of the 

experiment. Oysters have adductor muscles, which keep the two valves of the oyster 

closed when alive. A failure in these muscles leads to valve gaping and, if irreversible 

after prodding, indicates mortality. I assessed mortality by manually prodding oysters 

that had their valves open. Oysters that exhibited prolonged adductor failure were 

pronounced dead.  

 

3.2.2.2. Growth 

I interpreted growth across treatments by measuring shell length of all 

individuals, as well as total weight (live tissue and shell mass) and final (dead) wet tissue 

mass for a subset of oysters per treatment. To measure length, I photographed all of the 

oysters in each tank, after Phase 1 and Phase 2, and measured the longest axis of the 

shell in each image using ImageJ® software. I weighed 48 oysters per treatment (N = 8 

per tank; note that Treatment F had fewer oysters alive, and therefore, fewer than 8 

oysters per tank). Following respiration rate analyses (see below), I dissected oysters, 

and extracted and weighed wet tissue mass for the same 48 oysters per treatment. 

 

3.2.2.3. Clearance Rates 

Clearance rates describe how much plankton an organism is able to consume 

from the water column within a given time period and are therefore useful measures of 

feeding performance. To determine differences in clearance rates between treatments, I 
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selected five similarly sized oysters per tank (5-7 mm) in each treatment group for 

clearance rate analyses. I fed them 200 µL of Shellfish Diet 1800Ò and took aliquots of 

water every 20 minutes for an hour to determine algae concentration. I used a UV-Vis 

spectrophotometer to determine absorbance at 660 nm. I used absorbance as a proxy for 

algal concentration as recommended by Salerno et al. 2018. I calculated clearance rates 

as change in absorbance per time period. After clearance rate measurements, I brought 

the remaining oysters back to ambient temperature and salinity conditions and monitored 

for recovery or mortality.  

 

3.2.2.4. Respiration Rates 

To determine differences in respiration rates between treatments, I placed pre-

massed individuals in either 500 µL or 1700 µL wells based on their size. These wells 

were part of a 24-well SensorDish that were attached to a micro-respirometer (Loligo 

Systems, Viborg, DK). Controls with no oysters made up 8 out of the 24 wells and 

confirmed that the background microbial oxygen uptake was negligible. I used 

MicrorespÔ (Loligo Sytems) to measure oxygen every five seconds for an hour. I 

calculated respiration rate (mg O2 kg-1 hr -1) using the following equation (Petersen and 

Gamperl 2010): 

!"! = [%&'" − '#)	+	,- +	60](!	+	2$%) 

where MO2 is oxygen consumed, Ci is the initial oxygen concentration, Cf is the final 

oxygen concentration in the cell, V is the volume of the cell in liters (here, either 0.0005 
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L or 0.0017 L), M is the tissue weight of the oyster in kg, and t is the duration of the trial 

in minutes. 

 

 

3.2.3. Statistical Analyses 

To assess differences in mortality after the stressors, I used generalized linear 

mixed models with a binomial distribution and a logit link function. Treatment was the 

fixed factor with 8 levels, and Tank was the random factor. I used log likelihood and 

AICc to compare my models, and my analyses showed that Tank was not a significant 

factor. Thus, I was able to proceed with pooled oysters from each treatment to analyze 

differences in recovery mortality. I tested differences between treatments using pre-

defined planned contrasts as defined by my three key questions (1: effects of prior 

thermal stress, 2: drops in temperature during salinity stress 3: asynchrony versus 

synchrony). I adjusted p-values to account for multiple comparisons using the “free” 

method within the multcomp package.  

To assess differences in lengths, weights, clearance rates, and respiration rates, I 

used linear mixed models with Gaussian distributions. I used Treatment as the fixed 

factor and used log likelihood and AICc to examine the contribution of Tank as a 

random factor. I log-transformed lengths and weights to approximate normality. I tested 

differences between treatments using planned contrasts as defined by my three key 

questions for lengths and weights (1: effects of a prior thermal stress, 2: effects of a 

salinity stress, and 3) thermal stress during a salinity stress). I also conducted post-hoc 
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tests for clearance rate and respiration rate models to determine what stressor 

combinations led to metabolism different from Control, and adjusted p-values to account 

for multiple comparisons using the “free” method within the multcomp package. I 

conducted all analyses in R (version 4.0.2) with the packages multcomp, lme4, ggplot2, 

ggpackage, and cowplot. 

 

3.3. Results 

3.3.1. Mortality 

My experiments showed that specific combinations of stressors and their timing 

led to significant differences in mortality (Figure 3.3). There were no deaths observed in 

the Control tanks at any time point. Neither was there any mortality in any treatment 

after the acclimation period, or in elevated temperature treatments following Phase 1. 

Similarly, there were minimal effects of thermal stress from either Phase 1 or Phase 2 on 

oyster mortality, such as in treatments A, D, and E. There was no significant difference 

in mortality between treatments B and C (p = 0.25, result from planned comparison) at 

the end of Phase 2, showing that differences in temperature during an acute salinity 

stress did not confer differences in mortalities if oysters had a prior history of thermal 

stress. On the other hand, oysters with prior thermal stress experienced less mortality 

after a subsequent acute salinity stress since there was significantly greater mortality in 

treatment G (~16%; G: no stress in Phase 1, salinity stress in Phase 2, result from 

planned comparison) than in treatment C (~4%, C: thermal stress in Phase 1, salinity 

stress in Phase 2, p = 0.038, result from planned comparison).  Furthermore, treatment C 
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with asynchronous multiple stressors had significantly lower mortality than treatment F 

(no stress in Phase 1, both salinity and thermal stress in Phase 2, ~46%, p <0.001, result 

from planned comparison), where oysters were exposed to both stressors synchronously 

during Phase 2.  

 

Figure 3.3 Mortality of oysters by treatment at four different time points during the 
experiment. T1 is prior to Phase 1, T2 is prior to Phase 2, T3 is at the end of Phase 2, and 
T4 is after one week of recovery. During recovery, we pooled oysters by treatment and 
there was no longer separation by tank. Error bars represent standard error. Symbols 
represent significant differences between treatments for specifically tested contrasts. 

 

I found more pronounced differences between treatments one week after the end 

of the experiment at ambient temperature and salinity (Figure 3.3). Treatments under 

low salinity conditions in Phase 2 continued to accrue mortality. Treatment B had an 
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increase in mortality from 9% to 20%, C from 5% to 8%, F from 46% to 77%, and G 

from 16% to 30% after the week-long recovery period. Importantly, there was a 

significant difference between post-recovery mortality between treatments B (thermal 

stress Phase 1, both salinity and thermal stress in Phase 2) and C (thermal stress in Phase 

1, salinity stress only in Phase 2, p = 0.019, result from planned comparison). C had a 

significantly lower mortality than B, showing that while effects of thermal stress during 

an acute salinity stress were not immediately seen at the end of experimental conditions, 

there was a negative impact of synchronous stressors after a week of recovery (Figure 

3.3).  

 

3.3.2. Growth 

In my experiment, oysters had higher growth rates and weight gains when 

exposed to higher temperatures in Phase 1 or Phase 2 under control salinity (Figures 3.4, 

3.5, 3.6). After Phase 1, oysters under thermal stress were significantly longer than those 

in ambient temperatures (p <0.001, result from planned comparison). Oysters under 

thermal stress during Phase 1 grew to an average length of 6.25 mm, whereas those 

under ambient conditions only grew to an average length of 5 mm (Figure 3.4). After 

Phase 2, oysters exposed to acute salinity stress without prior thermal stress (Treatment 

G, no stress Phase 1, salinity stress Phase 2) were significantly smaller than oysters that 

had remained at ambient salinities (Treatment C, thermal stress Phase 1, salinity stress 

Phase 2, Figure 3.5, p < 0.001, result from planned comparison). There was also no 

difference in lengths between treatments F (no stress Phase 1, thermal and salinity stress 
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Phase 2) and G (no stress Phase 1, salinity stress Phase 2), showing that a thermal stress 

during an acute salinity stress event did not lead to additional growth. Oysters exposed to 

sequential thermal and salinity stressors were smaller in length than those lacking the 

subsequent salinity stress exposure, but this difference was not statistically significant. 

For the other aspect of growth, that is, body weight, oysters under salinity stress in Phase 

2 regardless of Phase 1 conditions had significantly lower weights than oysters in 

ambient salinity conditions (Figure 3.6, p < 0.01, result from planned comparison).  

 

 

Figure 3.4 Length of oysters (Mean ± SE) following Phase 1 thermal stress. Striped bars 
indicate control treatments at 24 C in Phase 1. Treatments A, B, C, and D are 
significantly different from E, F, G, and control showing higher temperatures during 
Phase 1 led to higher growth rates as denoted by the different letters. Here, shared 
symbols denote no significant difference.  
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Figure 3.5 Length of oysters (Mean ± SE) at the end of Phase 2. Striped bars indicate the 
absence of a stressor in Phase 1. Colors indicate the type of stressor in Phase 2. Salinity 
stress in Phase 2 led to lower growth rates in oysters without a prior thermal stress. Here 
shared symbols indicate no significant difference. There was no significant difference 
between Treatments F and G, both of which had a salinity stress during Phase 2, but 
Treatment F also had a thermal stress. 
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Figure 3.6 Whole body weights of oysters (Mean ± SE) at the end of Phase 2. Striped 
bars indicate the absence of a stressor in Phase 1. Colors indicate the type of stressor in 
Phase 2. Thermal stress during Phase 1 led to generally higher weights, whereas salinity 
stress in Phase 2 led to significantly large reductions in mass as denoted by the letters. 
Shared symbols here denote no significant difference. 

 

3.3.3. Clearance Rates 

Higher temperatures under control salinity during Phase 2 led to marginally 

higher clearance rates than Control in Treatment A, (Figure 3.7, p = 0.09, Tukey’s post-

hoc test) and Treatment E (p = 0.109, Tukey’s post-hoc test). For instance, while the 

change in absorbance for Treatment A was twice as high than the change in absorbance 

for Control, it was not significantly higher. Oysters in lower salinities such as in 
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treatments F and G did not have significantly different clearance rates from controls, 

indicating that oysters were feeding in all treatments regardless of prior temperature or 

subsequent salinity and temperature conditions (p > 0.05). A thermal stress during Phase 

1 led to a generally higher clearance rate in treatments. Prior thermal stress led to a 

generally higher clearance rate in treatments with lower salinity, since Treatments B and 

C, with prior history of thermal stress had higher clearance rates than Treatments F and 

G.    

 

Figure 3.7 Clearance rates of oysters (Mean ± SE) at the end of Phase 2. Striped bars 
indicate the absence of a stressor in Phase 1. Colors indicate the type of stressor in Phase 
2. Thermal stress in Phase 2 without salinity stress led to significantly higher clearance 
rates as denoted by the letters. There was no significant difference between treatments at 
a p-value < 0.05. 
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3.3.4. Respiration Rates 

I found that Treatment G had the highest respiration rate, which was an order of 

magnitude higher than all other treatments, significantly greater than Control (Figure 

3.8, p < 0.05, Tukey’s post hoc test). There was no difference between respiration rates 

in Treatments B and C, suggesting that differences in temperature during an acute 

salinity stress did not lead to differences in respiration rate when oysters had a prior 

history of thermal stress (p > 0.05, Tukey’s post hoc test). Further, higher temperatures 

without salinity stress led to generally the lowest respiration rates, as in Treatments A 

and E, and history of thermal stress also generally led to lower respiration rates as 

compared to Treatment G.  
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Figure 3.8 Respiration rates of oysters (Mean ± SE) at the end of Phase 2. Striped bars 
indicate the absence of a stressor in Phase 1. Colors indicate the type of stressor in Phase 
2. Treatment G with no stress during Phase 1, and only salinity stress during Phase 2 had 
the significantly highest respiration rate. Shared symbols here denote no significant 
difference. 
 

3.4. Discussion 

My results demonstrate that the timing of environmental stressors affects oyster 

mortality. I found that oyster spat under asynchronous thermal and osmotic stressors 

experienced much lower mortality than oysters under synchronous thermal and salinity 

stress (Figure 3.3). This is consistent with prior research indicating that concurrent low 

salinities and increased temperatures can exacerbate mortality in adult oysters and spat 

(Heilmeyer et al. 2008; La Peyre 2013; Rybovich et al. 2016; Lowe et al. 2017; McCarty 
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et al. 2020). These studies, however, focused on the outcomes of synchronous stressors 

on C. virginica. My results suggest there may be fewer mortalities in oyster populations 

that experience sequential or asynchronous thermal and osmotic stressors in the 

environment, at least for recently settled life stages. This has important implications for 

understanding how oyster populations will fare as temperatures continue to rise and 

storms become more frequent. Several studies worldwide have documented increased 

mass oyster mortality events following acute salinity stressors from large storm events. 

These have reported differing times to population recovery depending on the duration of 

the stressor as well as the water temperature during the event (Du et al. 2021).  

After a week of recovery at ambient conditions, I saw continued mortalities in 

oysters exposed to the acute salinity stressor in Phase 2. Notably, I saw that a 

temperature decrease during the acute salinity stress during Phase 2 led to lower 

mortalities as compared to oysters under continued thermal stress and acute salinity 

stress. I saw this difference only after one week of recovery from experimental 

conditions, showing the importance of not only conducting environmentally relevant 

experiments from multiple facets, but also incorporating a recovery period to assess the 

full extent of multiple environmental stressors. Quantifying continuing mortality after 

the termination of an acute stressor event can inform the time to recovery of an oyster 

population, which is dependent on abundance and survivorship of early life stages 

(Munroe et al. 2013).  

My results also show that in addition to the timing of stressors, the order of 

stressors influences oyster responses. Oysters under a prior chronic thermal stress 
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experienced less mortality when exposed to an acute salinity stress versus those that only 

experienced an acute salinity stress (Figure 3.3). While initially founded in 

pharmacology, cross-tolerance (prior stress increases tolerance to a subsequent stressor; 

Li and Hahn 1973) is now commonly studied in physiology, especially in terms of 

thermal stress. When under thermal shock, organisms produce heat shock proteins 

(HSPs), which help in the refolding of proteins and allow a variety of organisms to 

tolerate thermal stress (Lindquist 1986; Parsell and Lindquist 1993). Though primarily 

produced in response to a thermal stress, HSPs may mitigate the negative effects 

associated with drops in salinity as well (DuBeau et al. 1998). For example, a 12°C 

thermal shock reduced the negative effects of subsequent osmotic stress in tidepool 

sculpin (Todgham et al. 2005). Similarly, heat stressed rainbow trout may modify 

plasma osmolarity through changes in their chloride levels, which may aid them in 

reducing a subsequent osmotic stress (Niu et al. 2008). Though I did not quantify HSPs 

in my experiment, there is evidence that C. virginica, like most other organisms, can 

produce HSPs under a thermal stress. For example, C. virginica produced HSPs under a 

wide range of temperatures including 32°C (Ivanina et al. 2009; Nash and Rehman 

2019). Therefore, the production of HSPs in response to a chronic thermal stress could 

explain the reduced mortality in oyster treatments under a chronic thermal stress 

followed by an acute salinity stress. Although beyond the scope of this study, 

quantifying HSPs in oysters in future experiments could corroborate my hypotheses that 

HSPs produced during the initial thermal stress were responsible for cross-tolerance to a 

subsequent salinity stress. 
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Oyster growth was dependent on both temperature and salinity during both 

phases. The higher growth rates I observed under high temperature conditions and 

control salinities could be attributed to marginally higher clearance rates and lower than 

expected metabolic demands in oysters under thermal stress (Figures 3.7, 3.8). Adult C. 

virginica at higher temperatures tend to clear more water and, therefore, feed more 

(Lowe et al. 2017). Additionally, in the European flat oyster, Ostrea edulis, 

physiologically stressful conditions just outside the optimal thermal range led to 

increased clearance rates along with heart rates that were well below their peak activity 

(Eymann et al. 2002). As these heart rates were not drastically increased under a 

stressful, but not lethal, temperature range, their metabolic demand could be matched by 

higher filtration rates than controls. While my results only showed marginally higher 

filtration rates than controls, conducting longer filtration rate trials may further clarify 

differences in growth rates.  

On the other hand, despite normal feeding rates during low salinity conditions in 

Phase 2, I found stunting in oysters, indicating that a lack of feeding did not lead to 

reduced growth. While previous studies have shown that oysters may close their valves 

under low salinity conditions, undergo anaerobic respiration, and stop feeding or 

clearing water leading to reduced weights and lengths (Michaelidis et al. 2015; La Peyre 

et al. 2013; Lowe et al. 2017; Casas et al. 2018b; Jones et al. 2019; McCarty et al. 2020), 

my experiments show no difference in clearance rates between low salinity treatments 

and controls. An acute salinity stress for ten days did not reduce feeding compared to 

controls (Figure 3.7). This could be due to the time length of the salinity stressor. For 
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example, a previous study found that oysters under cyclical changes in salinity initially 

closed their valves quickly but opened them after 20 hours (Hand and Stickle 1977). 

This could have been the case in my experiment, where oysters opened their valves over 

the course of Phase 2 and began feeding. As there was no negative impact of the acute 

salinity stress on clearance rates during Phase 2, I found that differences in respiration 

rates could explain why oyster spat under osmotic stress were stunted.  

Respiration rates have been used to explain the differences in energy budgets for 

many organisms including C. virginica (La Peyre et al. 2020). Higher oxygen 

consumption rates have been documented in oysters and in other invertebrates such as 

annelids and clams due to metabolism increases in response to stressful conditions 

(Matoo et al. 2013; Grimes et al. 2020). Under a salinity stress, oysters may be trying to 

osmoconform, that is altering their internal salinities to match that of the environment, 

which could lead to higher metabolic activity and thereby greater oxygen consumption 

(Soklova et al. 2012a). Energy may have been diverted from digestion towards 

osmoconforming, thereby stunting oyster spat in treatments under only a salinity stress 

during Phase 2 with no prior thermal stress. However, the same may not be true of 

treatments that had both salinity and thermal stress during Phase 2 with no prior history 

of stress. For example, Treatment F, which was under synchronous osmotic and thermal 

stressors in Phase 2, had a lower oxygen consumption rate than Treatment G, which was 

only exposed to an acute salinity stress in Phase 2 (Figure 3.8). The combination of 

stressors in Treatment F may have pushed oyster spat beyond their thermal optimal 

range, leading to a decrease in oxygen consumption (Soklova et al. 2012b). Despite not 
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having as high of a stress level as Treatment F, Treatments with an acute salinity stress 

in Phase 2 that underwent a thermal stress in Phase 1 had similar rates of oxygen 

consumption to Treatment F. This could be attributed to the hypothesis that oxygen 

consumption may increase with increasing temperatures and decreasing salinities only to 

a certain point. For example, up to 20°C, decreases in salinities and increases in 

temperatures led to increased oxygen consumption. However, beyond that, combinations 

of the highest temperatures and lowest salinities did not lead to increased oxygen 

consumption (Shumway and Koehn 2002). Constructing thermal performance curves for 

C. virginica at this life stage would help to identify the balance between stress 

management and metabolic demand, which likely led to these results in oxygen 

consumption.  Further, constructing dynamic energy budgets of oyster spat through 

clearance rate and respiration rate analyses, could inform stakeholders on how 

vulnerable the growth of a reef is during a given year.   

 

3.5. Conclusion 

Worsening climatic conditions in coastal and estuarine systems warrant studies 

on the organisms exposed to these everchanging environments (Knight and Davis 2009; 

Bindoff et al. 2019). Specifically, mass oyster kills are becoming more commonplace in 

these systems globally with the rise of large and frequent storms (Du et al. 2021). While 

several studies have investigated the effects of global warming and acute low salinity 

events, my study is among the first to describe the impact of the timing of these stressors 

on oyster spat. Importantly, I found that while Crassostrea virginica spat can tolerate a 
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wide range of temperatures and salinities, as attested to in prior literature as well as in 

this study, the timing of these stressors can greatly alter the effects of these stressors. 

Further, characterizing stressor response at various life-stages will provide context to 

time to recovery of oyster populations following extreme events. For example, following 

two hurricanes in the 1980s within the Gulf of Mexico, oyster recovery hinged on the 

timing of the storm relative to oyster spawning (Livingston et al. 1999). My results 

suggest that oyster spat under a prior thermal stress, as could be seen during summer 

months, may fare better under an acute salinity stress, as seen during extreme rainfall 

events as compared to oysters that are exposed to an acute salinity stress after a cooler 

spring or autumn.  

Studying the effects of stressors as they occur in the environment can provide 

greater understanding for how organisms respond to global change. As extreme events 

continue to become more frequent and more intense, they may follow pre-existing 

chronic stressors leading to organismal exposure to asynchronous multiple stressors. 

Assessing the consequences of these multiple, interacting stress dynamics can help 

inform predictions of population responses to global change (Smith 2011). 
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